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BETTER POLICING CAN IMPROVE LEGITIMACY  
AND REDUCE MASS INCARCERATION 

Anthony A. Braga∗ 

Recent events in Ferguson, New York City, Chicago, and elsewhere 
in the United States have exposed rifts in the relationships between the 
police and the communities they protect and serve.  These incidents 
have damaged police legitimacy by promoting perceptions among 
community members that police do not play an appropriate role in 
making and implementing rules governing community conduct.1  To 
restore this legitimacy, police must renew their efforts to develop, im-
plement, and sustain crime control policies that are both fair and effec-
tive.  As suggested by the National Research Council’s Committee to 
Review Research on Police Policy and Practices, “policing that is per-
ceived as just is more effective in fostering a law-abiding society, and 
that success in reducing crime enhances police legitimacy.”2  More re-
cently, the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing noted that 
“law enforcement’s obligation is not only to reduce crime but also to 
do so fairly while protecting the rights of citizens.”3 

In their review of three recent books that highlight the need for 
criminal justice reform, Dr. Kathryne Young and Professor Joan 
Petersilia describe how too many police departments engage in exces-
sive surveillance and enforcement practices in urban neighborhoods 
suffering from serious violent crime problems — and how those prac-
tices contribute to mass incarceration and diminished police legitima-
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cy.4  Among a number of policing reforms that they propose in the re-
view, Young and Petersilia encourage police executives and policymak-
ers to “think carefully” about policing tactics that focus on specific 
people and places.5  I concur with the authors’ conclusion that one-
dimensional and overly broad police surveillance and enforcement 
strategies do little to change the underlying dynamics that drive seri-
ous urban violence.  An inappropriate police focus on particular people 
and places — one where the police, in isolation from the community, 
identify the areas of focus, and where entire neighborhoods are defined 
as trouble zones — can contribute to racial disparity and mass incar-
ceration problems that harm disadvantaged neighborhoods.  These 
consequences are particularly acute when an overly broad approach is 
coupled with a “crime numbers game” managerial mindset6 that pro-
motes yearly increases in arrests, summonses, and investigatory stops 
as key performance measures. 

A growing body of research evidence, however, suggests that “high-
risk places, high-risk people” strategies can actually improve police le-
gitimacy when they are coupled with a strong commitment to commu-
nity partnership.  Such strategies can simultaneously reduce crime and 
imprisonment by increasing potential offenders’ perceived risk of ap-
prehension and by reducing their opportunities to commit crimes.7  In 
this essay, I briefly describe the concentrated nature of serious urban 
violence, review the problems of overly aggressive and unfocused po-
licing, and discuss how the community policing philosophy can frame 
focused policing initiatives in ways that can improve legitimacy and 
reduce mass incarceration. 

THE NATURE OF SERIOUS URBAN VIOLENCE 

Police departments are often called on to quell outbreaks of serious 
violence such as sudden increases in homicides, aggravated assaults, 
and robberies.  Research has long documented that most violence oc-
curs within racial groups and that black Americans, often victimized 
by black offenders, experience disproportionately high levels of violent 
crime.8  Although whites represent the majority of suspects arrested for 
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all crimes, blacks are disproportionately more likely to be arrested for 
violent crimes, especially homicide, relative to their share of the U.S. 
population.9 

An important diagnostic approach to understanding racial dispari-
ties in violent crime involves identifying the neighborhood characteris-
tics that lead to high rates of violence.  Empirical evidence suggests 
that the capacity of neighborhood residents to achieve a common set of 
goals and exert control over youth and public spaces — termed “collec-
tive efficacy” — protects against serious violence.10  Concentrated dis-
advantage11 in urban neighborhoods undermines local collective effi-
cacy and gravely limits the ability of residents to address serious 
violent crime problems.12  Unfortunately, due to a long history of ex-
clusion from important economic and social opportunities, residents of 
disadvantaged urban neighborhoods are primarily minorities and often 
black.13  As a result, urban homicides, largely committed with guns 
and perpetrated by and against young black men, tend to concentrate 
in disadvantaged black neighborhoods. 

Careful within-city research facilitates a deeper understanding of 
the situations, dynamics, and relationships associated with elevated 
rates of violent crimes committed by black offenders against black vic-
tims.  For instance, in Boston, gun violence is driven by gang conflicts 
and is highly concentrated among a small number of high-risk places 
and high-risk people.14  Roughly five percent of Boston’s street seg-
ments and intersections generated about seventy-four percent of fatal 
and non-fatal shooting incidents between 1980 and 2008.15  These gun 
violence hot spots were in and around gang turf and drug-market ar-
eas and occupied very small geographies within disadvantaged neigh-
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borhoods.16  In 2006, only one percent of Boston’s population between 
the ages of fifteen and twenty-four were members of street gangs in-
volved in gun violence; however, gang-related disputes generated half 
of all homicides and gang members were involved as offenders, vic-
tims, or both in nearly seventy percent of nonfatal shootings.17  In a 
recent study of gang members and their associates in one disadvan-
taged Boston community, roughly eighty-five percent of all gunshot 
victims were in a single social network where every handshake away 
from a gunshot victim reduced one’s odds of gun victimization by 
twenty-five percent.18 

The patterns observed in Boston parallel distributions seen in 
many other cities.  Criminological research has long documented that 
crime is highly concentrated among a small number of people19 and at 
a small number of places in cities.20  Even within high-crime neigh-
borhoods, a series of studies suggests that crime clusters at a few dis-
crete locations, leaving many blocks in those areas relatively crime-
free.21  Further, very small proportions of youth report participating in 
street gangs.22  However, relative to non-gang delinquent youth, gang 
members have much higher rates of violent offending and violent vic-
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timization,23 and gang conflicts generate disproportionate shares of 
homicides in many cities.24 

THE PROBLEM OF OVERLY AGGRESSIVE  
AND UNFOCUSED POLICING 

The above research demonstrates that effective policing may re-
quire a focus on particular people and places.  Thus, police depart-
ments should pursue strategies artfully tailored to specific risks such as 
hot spots, repeat victims, high-rate offenders, or gang hostilities.25  
However, how police departments choose to address these recurring 
problems may either improve or further damage their relationships 
with minority residents.  Police departments can adopt crime preven-
tion strategies that seek to engage the community in changing the un-
derlying conditions, situations, and dynamics that cause violence to re-
cur.  Alternatively, police departments can simply “put cops on dots” 
through directed patrols or carry out enforcement blitzes aimed at po-
tential offenders in high-violence areas.  Unfortunately, these kinds of 
enforcement initiatives sometimes become unfocused in practice as en-
tire neighborhoods can be defined as hot-spot locations and young mi-
nority males simply using public spaces can be regarded as potential 
high-risk offenders. 

Citizens’ appraisals of the police are influenced by the style of po-
licing in their communities.  Policing strategies that emphasize in-
creased investigative stops, criminal summonses, and misdemeanor ar-
rests have been shown, across jurisdictions, to generate concerning 
racial disparities in enforcement.26  Intervening in matters that to ev-
eryday citizens seemingly do not warrant law enforcement action is 
known as over-policing and, combined with occasional disrespectful 
treatment at the hands of officers, intensifies black citizens’ overall 
negative views of the police.27  In highly disadvantaged neighbor-
hoods, the police also disproportionately use force when attempting to 
control or to apprehend suspects.28  Hence, aggressive policing strate-
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gies set the stage for increased acrimony between the police and disad-
vantaged blacks.  Moreover, under-policing can occur at the same time 
police officers are saturating neighborhoods with resources to control 
outbreaks of violence.29  Specifically, urban blacks frequently express 
dissatisfaction regarding delayed response times, uncertain prioritiza-
tion of calls for service, and the overall perception that police are not 
committed to solving reported crimes.30 

It is not surprising that residents of distressed, high-crime neigh-
borhoods consistently report higher levels of dissatisfaction with the 
police and often blame the police for persistent crime and disorder 
problems.31  The vast majority of urban residents, though, are not an-
ti-police and fully recognize that officers are critical to public safety.32  
Much like their white counterparts, minority citizens understand the 
need for improved police effectiveness.  However, routine eruptions of 
neighborhood violence often cause poor minorities to doubt that they 
are receiving equal police protection, reducing their overall confidence 
in and satisfaction with police. 

HOW THE POLICE SHOULD BE FOCUSED  
ON HIGH-RISK PLACES AND PEOPLE 

Community policing should be the foundation of any focused vio-
lence-prevention approach.  While community policing programs have 
not been found to be effective in reducing crime, they have been found 
to generate positive effects on citizen satisfaction, perceptions of disor-
der, and police legitimacy.33  Moreover, community engagement strate-
gies implemented as part of community policing initiatives can provide 
important input to help focus problem-oriented policing, hot-spot po-
licing, and focused-deterrence approaches, which do seem to reduce 
violence.34  Developing close relationships with community members 
would help the police gather information about crime and disorder 
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problems, understand the nature of these problems, and solve specific 
crimes.  Community members can also help with key components of 
strategies tailored to specific problems by making improvements to the 
physical environment and through informal social control of high-risk 
people.  In this way, police strategies focusing on particular people and 
places would cease to be a form of profiling and become a generator of 
community engagement projects.  Indeed, a central idea in community 
policing is to engage residents so they can exert more control over situ-
ations and dynamics that contribute to their own potential for victimi-
zation and, by doing so, influence neighborhood levels of violence.  
Preventing violence by addressing underlying violent crime–producing 
situations and dynamics reduces harm to potential victims as well as 
harm to would-be offenders by not relying solely on arrest and prose-
cution actions. 

Community engagement in developing appropriately focused strat-
egies would help to safeguard against indiscriminate and overly ag-
gressive enforcement tactics and other inappropriate policing activities, 
which erode the community’s trust and confidence in the police and 
inhibit cooperation.  Collaborative partnerships between police and 
community members improve the transparency of law enforcement ac-
tions and provide residents with a much-needed voice in crime preven-
tion work.  Ongoing conversations with the community can ensure 
that day-to-day police-citizen interactions are conducted in a proce-
durally just manner that enhances community trust and compliance 
with the law. 

Communities expect the police to control violence.  Ineffective 
strategies will undoubtedly undermine police legitimacy.  Effective 
crime-prevention efforts are characterized by increasing potential of-
fenders’ risk of apprehension and by reducing their opportunities to 
commit crimes.35  While arrests are inevitable, police should be orient-
ed toward preventing crimes from happening in the first place.  Fol-
lowing the focused deterrence model, high-risk people such as gang 
members can be warned of the enforcement consequences associated 
with continued violent behavior and be advised to take advantage of 
services and opportunities being offered to them.36  In the eyes of 
community members, there is an inherent fairness in offering targeted 
offenders a choice and providing resources to support their transition 
away from violent behavior rather than simply arresting and prosecut-
ing them. 
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Police presence in crime hot spots can change offender perceptions 
of risk without generating mass arrests or subjecting large numbers of 
people to investigative stops.  While in these places, police can change 
the physical and spatial characteristics, such as poor lighting, aban-
doned buildings, disorderly bars, and the like, that attract potential of-
fenders.  These kinds of preventive strategies can reduce the number 
of young minority men caught up in the criminal justice system and, in 
turn, could diminish the harms associated with mass incarceration in 
these vulnerable communities. 

The ideals of community policing have been around for a long 
time.  Unfortunately, many police departments do not seem to be em-
bracing these approaches with fidelity to the original principles.37  The 
available research evidence “suggests that community policing has 
been unevenly implemented within police departments, with responsi-
bility for community-based initiatives sometimes relegated to special-
ized units composed of a small number of officers rather than spread 
across police departments.”38  Further, the vitality of existing policing 
efforts have been threatened by the use of crime control management 
strategies that privilege numerical targets for increased arrests, sum-
monses, and stops over problem-solving work.39  It is perhaps not sur-
prising that even though community policing has been widely adopted 
at least in principle, substantial conflict continues to occur between po-
lice and the communities they serve.  It is high time that police de-
partments reinvest in implementing community policing with a much 
more meaningful commitment to problem-solving and prevention-
oriented approaches that emphasize the role of the public in helping 
set police priorities. 

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

Young and Petersilia rightly observe that community policing pro-
grams are vulnerable to misuse and, if not implemented properly, 
“[g]etting to know the community” could open the door to more sur-
veillance and information gathering on residents.40  Indeed, communi-
ty problem-solving efforts have been noted to rely upon traditional en-
forcement actions rather than situational crime-prevention strategies 
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that reduce the vulnerability of criminal targets.41  To some observers, 
police departments have drifted away from a community co-
production model of public safety and toward a zero-tolerance model 
that emphasizes enforcement over prevention.  As suggested by the 
President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, “[a]ny prevention 
strategy that unintentionally violates civil rights, compromises police 
legitimacy, or undermines trust is counterproductive.”42  This is pre-
cisely why the task force recommended that law enforcement agencies 
develop and adopt policies and strategies that reinforce the importance 
of community engagement in managing public safety. 

Community policing requires intensive cooperation between the 
community and the police, as community leaders assist in the identifi-
cation of troubled areas and high-risk individuals and provide that in-
formation to law enforcement.  In a community like Ferguson, where 
mistrust of the police is deep-seated, it may be very difficult to estab-
lish strong relationships between the police and community leaders 
necessary for much-needed improvements in police legitimacy.  In their 
book review, Young and Petersilia suggest some interesting reforms, 
such as a short-term unilateral reduction in investigatory stops, which 
could be used to smooth the transition to community policing.  I would 
encourage police executives to consider these approaches as possible 
means to initiate better working relationships in communities charac-
terized by persistently low levels of trust and confidence in the police. 

There is some promising evidence that police departments are be-
ginning to implement the kinds of changes discussed here that can im-
prove police legitimacy and reduce mass incarceration.  For instance, 
the New York Police Department was recently credited with produc-
ing a “peace dividend” by dramatically reducing the number of en-
forcement actions (arrests, criminal summonses, and reported stops) 
taken between 2011 and 2014 while continuing to reduce crime.43  
Whether these kinds of reforms improve frayed police-community rela-
tions in New York City and elsewhere still needs to be proven.  How-
ever, from ethical and cost-benefit perspectives, such changes to police 
crime control strategy are mandatory. 
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